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The DMCA and the search engine
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Traverse Legal:

Mary Roach has a great post at CircleID on an area that we have talked about extensively, namely,
copyright takedowns under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Mary’s post covers the more
specific strategy of sending takedown notices to search engine providers, such as Google, Yahoo, and
MSN, to effectively reduce access to stolen creative materials.

That’s worth checking out. How does it work? As Mary writes,

[R]ather than identifying the infringing copyrighted material itself, rights owners must instead identify
the search result or directory page which links to a webpage containing the infringing material. For
example, this would require providing the keyword or keyword phrase used in a search or directory
query, plus the URL(s) which point to the infringing websites in the DMCA complaint.

You can just imagine the bells going off in my head when I read that formulation. There are a lot of
“effective” things you can do with DMCA takedown notices, and not all of them are legitimate. And
unlike trademark enforcement, the DMCA is “automatic” or self enforcing: The recipient of a
DMCA takedown notice must comply first and complain second, or else. You don’t get to do to a
neutral first; the tradeoff, supposedly, is the “safe harbor” that exempts third parties such as ISP’s
from contributory infringement liability.
Ironically, the safe harbor was why, as part of an International Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition task
force years ago, I went to Washington and lobbied Congress not to extend DMCA-type power to
the Lanham Act. Trademark, we told the legislators and their staffs, is not copyright, for all kinds of
reasons. Our concern was, simply, to make sure that eBay did not get a legislative bye from
contributory liability in connection with all the sales of counterfeits that fatten its coffers. Little did
we know that this would hardly make a difference, seeing as how U.S. courts in the subsequent
years have (so far) consistently ruled that eBay’s fuzzy awareness of counterfeiting doesn’t reach
the level of legal “knowledge” sufficient to impute such liability anyway.

Now my interests in the matter are somewhat different. The inclination toward suspicion comes
naturally to LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION®, of course, but indeed on reading the original post, I
wonder, why does the CircleID article keep referring to “brand owners” when we’re talking about
copyright? Is copyright really about brand protection? Isn’t that trademark’s job?
http://www.likelihoodofconfusion.com/?…
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Well, kind of. It was supposed to be that way. But whenever you reach a question like this, ask the
question: What would Mickey think? The Mickey Mouse Test usually helps you understand how IP
works today. So. ”Fair use” of a picture of Mickey Mouse is almost impossible (though not in this
article!). That is not because trademark law won’t tolerate it, but because copyright, whose fair use
parameters are narrower, bravely protects and defends America’s only remaining falsetto-voiced,
racially ambiguous, child-friendly superstar. And copyright lasts approximately forever.
Trademarks can literally be forever, too, but trademark fair use gives you a lot more elbow room
that copyright fair use.
Given this set of tools, then — a less robust fair use defense and the shoot-to-kill provisions of the
DMCA — indeed, increasingly copyright is being used as a proxy for trademark, and unless
someone pushes back, it can be @ unfortunate for free expression.
So, here’s an interesting angle, having said all that and having said it so grimly, that may temper
overenthusiasm on the part of copyright owners’ parts:

It is also important to note that Google and Yahoo send DMCA takedown notices to
Chillingeffects.org, a clearinghouse for DMCA abuse and free speech information, for publication.

I guess that’s better than nothing. I’m not doctrinaire about it; there are times when copyright may
be used appropriately to protect something we might call a “brand,” and the DMCA can be a great
tool to prevent not only infringement but consumer harm. But the mission creep here is troubling to
say the least.
This entry was posted on Thursday, August 6th, 2009 at 1:35 pm and is filed under LIKELIHOOD
OF CONFUSION®. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can
leave a response, or trackback from your own site. Edit this entry.
Tagged as: Keyword Advertising
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Second Circuit and the whole of the law on
confusion
April 6th, 2009 by Ron Coleman | Print

This is big, but stay calm. Though I hardly can.
I took some heat a little while ago for suggesting, contrary to my generally skeptical view of what
constitutes trademark use in commerce (a legal premise of infringement), that there’s something
very flabby about the argument that the use of trademark-protected words as search terms by
competitors can never be infringement. (I never said it always is.) And until now, district courts in
the Second Circuit have held that the use of trademarks as a term was not “trademark use.” I may
have had theoretical issues with that tendency, but it worked to the (short-lived) benefit of my
clients S&L Vitamins.
But today Reuters reported that the Second Circuit has rejected a ruling by a U.S. District Court
in New York dismissing Rescuecom’s litigation against Google. The case had been
dismissed on the grounds that Google Adwords program did not constitute a “use in commerce” by
Google of Rescuecom’s trademarks. Wrong, said the Circuit. Here’s the opinion; below are some
thoughts and some excerpts, with some links added by me.
Fundamentally, the Circuit says District Courts have read too much into its ruling in 1-800
Contacts, Inc. v. WhenU.com, Inc., 414 F.3d 400 (2d Cir. 19 2005), which it urges was laced
with caveats and very fact specific:

The present case contrasts starkly with [two] important aspects of the 1-800 decision. First, in contrast
to 1-800, where we emphasized that the defendant made no use whatsoever of the plaintiff’s
trademark, here what Google is recommending and selling to its advertisers is Rescuecom’s
trademark. Second, in contrast with the facts of 1-800 where the defendant did not “use or display,”
much less sell, trademarks as search terms to its advertisers, here Google displays, offers, and sells
Rescuecom’s mark to Google’s advertising customers when selling its advertising services. In addition,
Google encourages the purchase of Rescuecom’s mark through its Keyword Suggestion Tool. . . .
Google, supported by amici, argues that 1-800 suggests that the inclusion of a trademark in an
internal computer directory cannot constitute trademark use. Several district court decisions in this
Circuit appear to have reached this conclusion. See e.g., S&L Vitamins, Inc. v. Australian Gold, Inc.,
521 F. Supp. 2d 188, 199-202 (E.D.N.Y. 2007) (holding that use of a trademark in metadata did not
constitute trademark use within the meaning of the Lanham Act because the use “is strictly internal and
not communicated to the public”); Merck & Co., Inc. v. Mediplan Health Consulting, Inc., 425 F.
Supp. 2d 402, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (holding that the internal use of a keyword to trigger
advertisements did not qualify as trademark use). This over-reads the 1-800 decision. First, regardless
of whether Google’s use of Rescuecom’s mark in its internal search algorithm could constitute an
actionable trademark use, Google’s recommendation and sale of Rescuecom’s mark to its advertising
customers are not internal uses.
Furthermore, . . . [w]e did not imply in 1-800 that an alleged infringer’s use of a trademark in an internal
http://www.likelihoodofconfusion.com/?…
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software program insulates the alleged infringer from a charge of infringement, no matter how likely the
use is to cause confusion in the marketplace. If we were to adopt Google and its amici’s argument, the
operators of search engines would be free to use trademarks in ways designed to deceive and cause
consumer confusion. This is surely neither within the intention nor the letter of the Lanham Act.

Good as far as it goes, right? First, “Google’s recommendation and sale of Rescuecom’s mark to
its advertising customers are not internal uses.” Does this make Google not merely potentially
secondarily liable, but liable liable? Second, 1-800 was never meant as a broad rule that no
keyword advertising can ever be infringing.
But this is the part I really liked, because I have always found the argument that keyword ads are
“merely product placement” to be ridiculous:

An example of product placement occurs when a store-brand generic product is placed next to a
trademarked product to induce a customer who specifically sought out the trademarked [sic] product to
consider the typically less expensive, generic brand as an alternative. . . . From the fact that proper,
non-deceptive product placement does not result in liability under the Lanham Act, it does not follow
that the label “product placement” is a magic shield against liability, so that even a deceptive plan of
product placement designed to confuse consumers would similarly escape liability. It is not by reason
of absence of a use of a mark in commerce that benign product placement escapes liability; it escapes
liability because it is a benign practice which does not cause a likelihood of consumer confusion. In
contrast, if a retail seller were to be paid by an off-brand purveyor to arrange product display and
delivery in such a way that customers seeking to purchase a famous brand would receive the offbrand, believing they had gotten the brand they were seeking, we see no reason to believe the
practice would escape liability merely because it could claim the mantle of “product placement.” The
practices attributed to Google by the Complaint, which at this stage we must accept as true, are
significantly different from benign product placement that does not violate the Act. . . .
What Rescuecom alleges is that by the manner of Google’s display of sponsored links of competing
brands in response to a search for Rescuecom’s brand name (which fails adequately to identify the
sponsored link as an advertisement, rather than a relevant search result), Google creates a likelihood
of consumer confusion as to trademarks. If the searcher sees a different brand name as the top
entry in response to the search for “Rescuecom,” the searcher is likely to believe mistakenly
that the different name which appears is affiliated with the brand name sought in the search
and will not suspect, because the fact is not adequately signaled by Google’s presentation, that
this is not the most relevant response to the search. Whether Google’s actual practice is in fact
benign or confusing is not for us to judge at this time. We consider at the 12(b)(6) stage only what is
alleged in the Complaint.
We conclude that the district court was mistaken in believing that our precedent in 1-800 requires
dismissal.

There are two things LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION® loves about this conclusion.
One is that neither the reasoning nor the rule of law are dependent on the spurious notion of
initial interest confusion (“IIC”). The court is saying it cannot say, as a a matter of law, that there
could not be a LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION such that a consumer could end up buying
something different from he thinks he is buying, because of the error as to implied affiliation. The
http://www.likelihoodofconfusion.com/?…
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court is not saying here that it is enough, as in the IIC scenario, that the consumer might, God
forbid, be “diverted” by having the opportunity to think about a competing product, despite the
absence of deception. There Second Circuit sees no need to posit a marketplace monopoly on
impression, allusion or reference to say that some keyword advertising could be an infringement.
And the second one is that, bless their hearts, the panel also hints to judge and counsel to get to
work and make an empirical record, and thereby address what is perhaps the sorriest aspect of
our present Lanham Act jurisprudence: the seeming permit for judges to “wing it,” or let juries wing
it, when deciding if there is a LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION. The key words, again, are “Whether
Google’s actual practice is in fact benign or confusing is not for us to judge at this time.” In other
words, the question of confusion is not a legal determination — it it were, the court could have
reversed the judgment below, instead of remanding it.

“Prove confusion.” This is the whole of the law. The rest is commentary. Now go and litigate!

This entry was posted on Monday, April 6th, 2009 at 10:26 pm and is filed under LIKELIHOOD OF
CONFUSION®. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can
leave a response, or trackback from your own site. Edit this entry.
Tagged as: Keyword Advertising
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Forget breakfast — eBay eats Tiffany’s lunch
April 1st, 2010 by Ron Coleman | Print

The Second Circuit, unsurprisingly according to most commentators, has affirmed the decision of
the Southern District of New York refusing to find eBay contributorily liable in the Tiffany v. eBay
case. I have been following the case since before it was filed (yeah, bitter as usual!) and have
written bunches of posts on it — see, look?
In terms of the Second Circuit opinion itself, you can find that here. If at some point I have
something really original to say about it–after all the blogging is done by everyone else–you’ll be
the first to know. But here’s a little roundup of “takes.” First, the WSJ Law Blog on the thrust of the
story:

So long as eBay takes steps to remove listings it knows are bogus — and isn’t otherwise willfully blind
to fraudulent sales — it can avoid liability, the court ruled.Judge Robert Sack, writing for the threejudge panel, seemed to hang his hat on the market:

We are disposed to think , and the record suggests, that private mark et forces give eBay and those
operating similar businesses a strong incentive to minimize the counterfeit goods sold on their Web sites .
..
EBay received many complaints from users claiming to have been duped into buying counterfeit Tiffany
products sold on eBay. The risk of alienating these users gives eBay a reason to identify and remove
counterfeit listings. Indeed, it has spent millions of dollars in that effort. . . .

Tiffany had argued that eBay knew it had a problem with counterfeit items being listed on its Web site
and did little to clean it up. EBay insisted the obligation rested with the New York jeweler to identify and
alert it to auctions of counterfeit Tiffany silver jewelry.

But that’s not the whole story, exactly, though it mostly is. As Law.com’s Corporate Counsel
explains:

The court sent the case back to the district level for more discussion of whether eBay may be guilty of
false advertising because it promotes the presence of “Tiffany” products on its site in both direct
advertisements and paid ads that pop up when users search for Tiffany on Google and other search
engines.
Those ads could be deemed false, because eBay is aware that “a significant portion” of goods
advertised as Tiffany items on eBay are actually counterfeit, the court said. (The exact percentage of
counterfeit Tiffany items among all those advertised is in dispute). EBay has pointed out that its site
http://www.likelihoodofconfusion.com/?…
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contains a special “About Me” page for Tiffany (and controlled by Tiffany) in which users are told that
any Tiffany item advertised for sale on eBay is likely to be a fake.
To win a false advertising claim, Tiffany will have to produce evidence that consumers were confused
by the advertisements, the court said. So far, Tiffany has not produced that sort of evidence, which
usually comes in the form of consumer surveys.

Usually? Well, usually if anyone’s actually watching, I guess. Anyway, some more–here’s a great
article by a partner at Pattishall McAuliffe (the law firm that bears the name of my late
trademark law prof) named Uli Widmaier that gets to the heart of the matter (I’ve removed the
citations for bloggy reading and added a link or two):

In other words, for a defendant to be liable for contributory trademark infringement, the defendant
must have knowledge of specific individuals engaged in infringing activities. General knowledge that
infringing activity might take place is not enough. This is an application of the “narrow standard” of
contributory liability articulated in Inwood Laboratories, Inc. v. Ives Laboratories, Inc. eBay
argued in the district court that this standard did not apply, but accepted the Inwood standard for
purposes of the appeal. Thus, the Court “assume[d] without deciding that Inwood’s test
for contributory trademark infringement governs.
Tiffany had also argued that eBay was “willfully blind” as to the sale of counterfeit Tiffany goods
on eBay’s website. The Court stated that, as a general matter, “[a] service provider is not, we
think, permitted willful blindness. When it has reason to suspect that users of its service are infringing
a protected mark, it may not shield itself from learning of the particular infringing transactions
by looking the other way.” However, the Court declined to impose liability for contributory trademark
infringement on this ground because “eBay did not ignore the information it was given about counterfeit
sales on its website.”
In sum, the Second Circuit affirmed that a service provider is not permitted to be willfully blind to alleged
trademark infringement. But eBay’s removal of listings identified as counterfeit by Tiffany, as well as
eBay’s affirmative steps to police its website for counterfeiters were enough to render eBay not willfully
blind. Had eBay done less, it might have been found liable. Unfortunately, the decision gives very little
guidance as to the dividing line between “willful blindness” and sufficient vigilance.

Great point. There’s something about trademark law that, for some reasons, makes judges want to
make lawyers and businesses guess about liability until it’s too late. As usual, Eric Goldman gets
that, too:

In a subtle opinion with potentially significant implications, eBay has preserved most of its big 2008
district court victory in the long-running Tiffany v. eBay case. However, as seems to be the norm with
federal appellate opinions, the opinion intentionally sidesteps some key open doctrinal questions
squarely raised by the case–such as if the Second Circuit recognizes the nominative use defense, or
the Second Circuit’s standards for contributory trademark infringement. As a result, we don’t get the
clean and decisive doctrinal standards that help make a case truly precedent-setting; if anything, some
aspects of the case are pretty eBay-specific. And while the opinion is generally a win for defendants,
there are at least two tangents (the willful blindness standards and the false advertising discussion)
that future plaintiffs will unquestionably explore.
http://www.likelihoodofconfusion.com/?…
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So you’ll want to explore that at Eric’s blog. You’d almost think Eric weren’t merely a law professor,
but someone who has to advise clients about how to run their businesses and about litigation
choices–someone who wonders why judges make it so hard to do that in trademark law, as I do.
Don’t you?
And as for the substance of the matter–which, let’s not kid ourselves, is policy-making, for nothing
in the Lanham Act really speaks to this question, and Congress will not do its job of making the
policy here–I still stand, lonely-like, by my original, dogmatic view. ”Everyone” seems to agree that
as long as eBay does just enough to “respond” to “specific” complaints of the sale of counterfeit
goods, it can profit, and handsomely, from the sale of those that are caught too late, or not at all,
and bear none of the burden of preventing such sales proactively.
Willful blindness, evidently, is a good standard to spank flea market zhlubs who “should have
known” vendors who rent tables from them are selling counterfeit goods. It doesn’t apply, however,
to billion-dollar companies that are “too big to be liable” as contributory infringers or even
accountable after the fact on some level (disgorgement?) for the millions they rack up in
commissions on counterfeit sales.
Ah, yes, but doesn’t the Circuit say, as quoted above?:
But we are also disposed to think, and the record suggests, that private market forces give eBay and
those operating similar businesses a strong incentive to minimize the counterfeit goods sold on their
websites. eBay received many complaints from users claiming to have been duped into
buying counterfeit Tiffany products sold on eBay. The risk of alienating these users gives eBay
a reason to identify and remove counterfeit listings. Indeed, it has spent millions of dollars in that effort.

I’m disposed to think exactly the opposite–because:
1. the law will not punish them for failing to do so;
2. notwithstanding “many complaints” (it’s that Lanham Act “rigor” at work once again!), most
buyers of counterfeits want to buy counterfeits. It’s not a matter of quality control:
These days, everyone except Archie Bunker who spends $45 for a “Rolex” knows exactly
what he’s buying. But unless and until “private market forces” eliminate trademark law,
notwithstanding that the sale of a fake Rolex or Tiffany item is entirely between “consenting
adults,” it’s still an unlawful transaction;
3. the “millions of dollars” spent by eBay was spent precisely to obtain an opinion like this
by a court that doesn’t really “get it”; and
4. eBay makes money selling counterfeits! Even the Circuit had to acknowledge this fact,
which it does in a little-bitty footnote and then completely ignores [this reason is an UPDATE].
Whether or not this is really the last word is an open question. Tiffany is quoted as saying they’ll
appeal, and they probably will. Most of the anti-counterfeiting bar is, notwithstanding their public
stance uniting behind Tiffany in this case, hoping they’ll just shut up and go home. As one big
figure in that community said to me,
http://www.likelihoodofconfusion.com/?…
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There’s a reason the Vuittons and the Rolexes of the world didn’t sue eBay in the U.S. on this issue, at
least not now. This was the wrong case at the wrong time brought by the wrong plaintiff.

And for that reason the last thing my colleagues at the IACC and INTA want to see is the Supreme
Court driving their delicate, evolving positions on this issue further into the ground with a decision
affirming that old law school adage that “bad facts make bad law.”
The good thing, though, is that the Supreme Court is unlikely to touch it. Because remember what I
said about judges and the Lanham Act. They seem to want a fence to remain around trademark
law, lest anyone get too close and actually be able to predict what the law might be. Something
about a judge loves a fence, I guess–and not only fences like eBay.
This entry was posted on Thursday, April 1st, 2010 at 11:59 pm and is filed under Internet Law,
3 retw eet
Trademark Law. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can
leave a response, or trackback from your own site.
Tagged as: Big Thoughts, Counterfeiting, Internet Law, Keyword Advertising, Secondary Liability,
Trademark Law, Trials
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Secondary Trademark Infringement
A Short Treatise on Contributory and Vicarious Infringement in Trademark by Jane Coleman
I. Introduction

II. Contributory Trademark Infringement

III. Vicarious Trademark Infringement

Secondary Trademark Infringement: Overview
Search

D. Expansion of Inwood Standard to “Non-Product”
Cases: The “Direct Control and Monitoring” Test: 2.
Internet Activity: (c) Search Engine Companies

Clickable Outline
I. Introduction
II. Contributory Trademark Infringement
A. Contributory Liability Doctrine: Inwood.

Search engine operators who use third party’s trademarks to sell advertising on their sites may,

B. The Elements of Contributory Liability

in appropriate circumstances, be contributorily liable for trademark infringement arising out of

Under Inwood

those advertisements, although the law is still unsettled on this question. See Government

1. Intentional Inducement

Employees Ins. Co. v Google, Inc., 330 F.Supp.2d 700, 704-705 (E.D. Va. 2004) (“GEICO”);

2. Supplying a Product

Google Inc. v. American Blind & Wallpaper Factory Inc., 2005 WL 832398 (N.D. Cal. 2005).

3. Knowledge

Search engines, such as “Google,” enable consumers to search the Internet at great speed to

(a) In General

locate websites offering products, services and information. On the Google website, for

(b) Constructive Knowledge

example, a user can input search terms to produce a list of websites and advertisements

(c) Willful Blindness

containing the desired terms.

(i) End User Agreements

Google generates income from this practice in two main ways, both of which raise trademark

(ii) Cease and Desist or Demand

issues: One is that it sells search terms or “keywords” to companies that wish their websites to

Letters

be represented on a corresponding results list. A second is its sale of “Sponsored Links, which

(iii) Knowledge Followed by

are advertisements that appear in the margin alongside the search results list. This second

Remedial Measures
(iv) No Affirmative Duty

advertising practice is known as its “AdW ords” program. At the time the above cases were
pending, both the keywords and sponsored links could contain trademark-protected terms

4. Continuing to Supply

belonging to third parties.

5. The Requirement to Demonstrate Direct
Trademark Infringement.

Such were the facts in GEICO, supra, a case of first impression in which GEICO sued Google and

C. Secondary Trademark Infringement and

Overture (an Internet marketing company) for using GEICO’s trademarks to sell advertising.

Secondary Copyright Infringement Pleaded

GEICO alleged, inter alia, that the defendants were contributorily liable for the paid

Together.

advertisements which contained GEICO’s marks in their text and were generated by customers

D. Expansion of Inwood Standard to “Non-

who selected those terms when conducting a search. The defendants moved to dismiss the

Product” Cases: The “Direct Control and

case for failure to state a claim, but the court refused, permitting the case to go forward on the

Monitoring” Test.

issue of contributory liability.
Specifically, GEICO claimed that the defendants’ contributory liability arose “when the
advertisers themselves [made] use of the GEICO marks by incorporating them into the
advertisements, which [were] likely to deceive customers into believing that the advertisers

1. Landlords
(a) In General
(b) Flea Markets
2. Internet Activity

provide[d] accurate information about GEICO.” GEICO, supra 704. It further alleged that the

(a) Domain Name Registrars

defendants exercised significant control over the content of those advertisements. Id. The

(b) Internet Websites

court found that these allegations were sufficient to support a claim of contributory

(c) Search Engine Companies

infringement. See id.

(d) Internet Service Providers
(e) Online Marketplace Websites

Furthermore, regarding Overture, GEICO had alleged that that company “encourage[d]
advertisers to bid on trademarked words, and monitor[ed] and control[led] the allegedly
infringing third-party advertisements.” GEICO, supra at 705. Apparently referring to its internal
trademark policing policy, Overture argued that “its monitoring [was] intended to prevent, not
encourage, trademark infringement.” Id. This argument, the court noted, raised a disputed fact
that could not appropriately be resolved by a motion to dismiss. Id. Moreover, and of
potentially critical importance, the claim by GEICO that Overture monitored and controlled the
third-party advertisements was sufficient to plead the actual or constructive knowledge required
to allege contributory infringement. Id. (citations omitted). For a discussion of whether the

3. Credit Card Companies
4. Transporters
5. Franchisors and Franchisees
III. Vicarious Trademark Infringement
A. In General
B. Standards for Vicarious Liability.
1. Application of Joint Tortfeasor Liability.
2. Application of Agency Principles.
Secondary Trademark Infringement: Overview

“knowledge” requirement ought to be subsumed properly by the “monitoring and control”
requirement, as the court appears to suggest here, see discussion at supra.
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In a similar case, Google Inc. v. American Blind & Wallpaper Factory Inc., 2005 W L 832398

Coleman, Jane, Secondary Trademark

(N.D. Cal. 2005), Google sought a declaratory judgment from the court that its “AdW ords”

Infringement ,

advertising program, described above, did not infringe on the defendant’s trademarks. The

http://www.secondarytrademarkinfringement.com/

defendant, American Blind, made a motion to dismiss, which was denied. It then answered and

(last visited [date]).

responded with counterclaims for both direct and indirect infringement of its trademarks against
not only Google, but also against various other companies that operate web sites that included

Last update: September 7, 2009

an Internet search engine. Those companies, including “Ask Jeeves,” Earthlink, AOL, Netscape
and Compuserve, paid Google to access its Web-searching platform, thus yielding similar results

Partner Blog

to those displayed by Google. See Google, supra at *3. The defendants then moved to dismiss
American Blind’s counterclaims.
American Blind’s counterclaims for contributory trademark infringement centered on Google’s
“Adwords” program. Through this program, American Blind contended, Google had sold to
American Blind’s competitors, “keywords” that included in some form the American Blind
trademarks, including AMERICAN BLIND, AMERICAN BLINDS, and AMERICANBLINDS.COM,
which sales had proceeded over its objection. Id. at *2. American Blind specifically fingered
Google’s “Adwords Keyword Suggestions” feature, through which Google actively encouraged
its competitors to purchase as keywords not only the American Blind trademarks but also
“every conceivable” variation thereon. See id. Thus “an advertiser who is considering
purchasing the keyword “American Blind” is encouraged also to purchase the keywords
“American blinds,” “American blinds and wallpaper,” and “american blinds and wallpaper
factory,” among others.” Id. It noted that Google even had a name for this practice, in its case,
“the American Blind optimization campaign” Id. It further contended that although Google had
the capacity to block the purchase of its marks, it had, pursuant to a major shift in its
trademark policy, made a conscious decision “not to disable Sponsored Links when advertisers
have purchased keyword triggers that are trademarked terms.” Id.
Based on the above practices, American Blind alleged that Google had induced its competitors
to purchase the American Blind marks as keywords and had refused to block its competitors’
advertisements resulting from searches for those marks, notwithstanding their knowledge that
such advertisements infringed on the marks. See id. at *7, n.27. It bears noting, in this regard,
that American Blinds apparently argued for a direct application of Inwood, i.e., inducement, as
opposed to an application of Inwood in the non-product context. Google argued, in response,
that American Blind had failed to allege the requisite “use” of its marks, in this case by the
defendant’s advertisers themselves. See id. at *7. Specifically, Google contended that “because
their advertisers are alleged to use the American Blind Marks only as a trigger for the display of
their advertisements and not as an identification of the source of their products, they [did] not
engage in trademark ‘use’ of the American Blind Marks[.]” Such a failure to allege a direct
infringement of its trademark rights, Google argued, defeated its contributory liability claim. Id.
The court disagreed, rejecting Google’s motion to dismiss and allowing the contributory
trademark infringement claim to go forward. Drawing on its earlier analysis regarding American
Blind’s claims of direct trademark infringement, see id. at *4 – *7, the court was not convinced,
given the unsettled nature of the law, that the purchase of trademarks as keywords did not
constitute trademark “use” by Google’s advertisers. Id. at *7. Citing the liberal legal standard
regarding motions to dismiss, which are viewed by the courts with disfavor, see id. at 3, the
court concluded that American Blind had made sufficient allegations regarding both direct and
contributory liability that it did not appear “beyond doubt” that American Blind could prove no
set of facts in support of its claims that would entitle it to relief. Id. at *7. For further discussion
regarding the extent to which a plaintiff must demonstrate direct trademark infringement in
order to bring an action for contributory trademark infringement, see discussion supra.
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InFocus - January 2010
Keyword advertising - Adwords opinion favours Google
Keyword advertising raises a number of tricky questions for brand-owners and the legality of keyword advertising in Europe is still unclear.
However, recent developments in the US suggest that the position is even more complicated for pharmaceutical companies as they must
consider not only trade mark law but also industry regulation.

Uncertainty in Europe
On 22 September 2009, the long anticipated Opinion in the three joined Google France references to the European Court of Justice
(ECJ) was published. This is the first judicial comment from the supervising courts in Luxembourg on the legality of paid for 'keyword'
advertising and a negative outcome could force search engines such as Google to dramatically alter the way they do business.
In an Opinion which will disappoint brand owners, Advocate General Poiares Maduro concludes that Google France should not be found
guilty of trade mark infringement by offering trade marks for sale as Adwords. He also concludes that there is no European provision for
contributory infringement and therefore, search engines, such as Google cannot be found liable under the harmonised European trade
mark laws. However, they may be vulnerable to an action for contributory infringement under national laws of liability. Furthermore, in
the AG's view, Google would not be able to defend itself from liability under national law by relying on the hosting safe harbour contained
in Article 14 of the E-Commerce Directive.
In respect of the potential liability of advertisers, the AG was of the view that the purchasing of trade marks as keywords is not trade mark
infringement, on the basis that it is not use 'in the course of trade'. This was because it was a private act between the advertiser and the
search engine operator (Google) and not an act with a view to commercial activity.
The Opinion is steeped in policy. The AG explicitly refers to the interests of free expression and free competition and the need to curb the
trade mark owner's absolute monopoly. The AG effectively creates an exception to trade mark infringement to add to purely descriptive
use and comparative advertising. However, in contrast to comparative advertising, there is no Directive which specifies the conditions of
permitted keyword advertising.
The Opinion is likely to be controversial and its reasoning is unconvincing in places. Although the ECJ often follows the AG's Opinion, this
has not been the case of late in trade mark infringement cases. There are other cases before the ECJ on keyword advertising involving
similar but also different points. The judgment of the ECJ might not therefore be forthcoming for quite some time. If the AG's Opinion is
followed Google's main source of revenue (which made Google $21 billion in 2008) will be secure.
It is important to note that this is not carte blanche for search engine operators to do as they please. The Opinion does not cover use
in the advert text or on the websites that the adverts link to. However, it does mean that brand owners will have to continue to police
actively and take action against advertisers on a case by case basis.

Developments in the US
There is a further level of complexity for owners of pharmaceutical brands, as they operate in a heavily regulated industry. Indeed,
Google operates an 'Online Pharmacy Qualification Process', by which they will only accept online pharmacies that are based in certain
territories, including the UK, Ireland and the US. In the UK, online pharmacies must be registered with the Royal Pharmaceutical Society
of Great Britain and advertising campaigns for an online pharmacy can only target UK consumers. Furthermore, unlike the US, advertising
campaigns by UK online pharmacies cannot promote specific prescription drugs.
Perhaps because of the ban on direct to customer advertising of prescription only drugs in Europe there has been very little comment on
the relationship between keyword advertising and pharmaceutical brands in the UK or Europe to date. None of the outstanding cases
before the ECJ consider the special circumstances that arise where pharmaceuticals are involved. However, there have been some recent
developments in the USA, which highlight the difficulties that may face [by] pharmaceutical brand-owners if and when the rules on direct
to customer (DTC) advertising were to change.
The rules on branded DTC advertising of prescription only medicines were relaxed in the US in 1997. At the end of March 2009,
the Division of Drug Marketing, Advertising and Communications of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) wrote to fourteen
pharmaceutical companies in the USA in respect of their use of sponsored links on Internet search engines. The FDA's warning letters
contained five specific warnings about advertisements that violate US regulation:
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Omission of risk information – by omitting details of the risks associated with the advertised drugs, the FDA considers that the
advertisements suggest that the drug is safer than it has been demonstrated to be. Even if the advert is linked to the relevant risk
information, the FDA considered this insufficient to mitigate what was being said in the advertisement.



Minimisation of risk information – the advert in question stated that the drug had a "low incidence of side effects". The FDA
considered that this information 'severely minimises the risks of [the advertised drug]'.



Inadequate communication of indication – the majority of the warning letters criticised the advertisers for failing to adequately describe
the indication for the drug on the basis that this failure meant that the indication for the drug was broadened.



Overstatement of efficacy – the FDA considered that one of the adverts in question overstated the drug's efficacy as it suggested that
the drug could be used indefinitely when this was not the case.



Failure to use established brand names – all fourteen warning letters criticised the advertisers' failure to use the full-established names
of the promoted drugs.

One of the key issues for pharmaceutical companies using keyword advertising (where it is permitted) appears to be the very limited
space available to advertisers in keyword adverts. Whilst the position in the UK and Europe is very different, what is clear is that the FDA
considers prescription products can no longer use branded advertising on keywords related to the conditions. It is not enough that the full
information is "one click away" The FDA regards Internet keyword advertisements to be complete advertisements and not simply a link to
information about a drug.
There is no suggestion that the FDA's actions will shape regulatory policy internationally. There are significant differences in the rules on
DTC advertising and it is unlikely that branded direct to customer advertising would ever be acceptable in Europe even if the rules on DTC
advertising were to be relaxed. However, the warning letters do highlight issues that could be raised by regulators in Europe were the
position on DTC advertising to change.
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Keyword linked advertising and infringement in India
Issue: November 2009
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As the spectrum and prominence of the Internet widens, the issues that dwell out of its use also acquire greater
significanc e. This pertinently owes to the fact that domain names and keywords have been rec ognised to have an
identity similar to trade marks. In the case of Satyam Infoway v. Sifynet Solutions Pvt. Ltd, the Apex Court opined
that the role of a domain name was not only to provide an address for a computer on the Internet but also to act
as a means of c arrying on commercial ac tivity.
As the prominence of search engines rise in all spheres of a user’s life, the c ontroversy surrounding keyword
advertising has inc reased. The latest in this respect is the dispute between Google and Chennai-based Consim
India Pvt Ltd., owners of bharatmatrimony.com and indiaproperties.com. Consim accused Google of infringing its
trade mark at the M adras High Court. According to news reports, the c ompany alleged in its petition that Google
ads are used in Bharat M atrimony’s platform to sell spac e to its c ompetitors.
While this issue is still sub judice, it is nec essary to view the implications of keyword advertising, out of whic h the
present dispute arises. Keyword advertising enables website advertisers to purchase ‘keywords’ from a search
engine. When a user enters this ‘keyword’ into a query, an advertisement for the website is displayed with the
results. The keywords are purc hased by advertisers on the basis of a bid and the subsequent placement of the
advertisement. Keyword matc hing options are different methods of targeting ads to users that help advertisers
reac h the most appropriate users for the best cost. This tec hnique is a revenue-generating model for searc h
engines, allowing c ustomers to purc hase multiple keywords that are descriptive of their goods and services. The
paid search term or keyword may or may not be used in the sponsor’s advertising text.
A key issue that may arise revolves around the concept of diversion of traffic from the site of the trade mark
owner by use of the mark. This bec omes a source of confusion in the mind of the visitor as to whether or not the
site using such keywords is related to the site of the trade mark owner. Confusion is a key element of trade mark
enforc ement, and leads to the issue of c omparative advertising. The crucial concern that arises is the level of
protection that must be acc orded to trade mark owners and Internet search companies in view of the advent and
increasing use of the Internet.
The issue of liability should also be c onsidered. Trade mark owners c omplain that because of the Internet user’s
lac k of distinguishing ability vis-à-vis a searc h for domain names or trade marks, the onus for suc h infringement
rests completely upon the Internet searc h engine. However, the concept of competitive websites showing up in
search results is viewed as being analogous to competing brands having their billboard mounted across opposite
sides of the street.
Looking at trade mark infringement jurisprudenc e as defined over time, the mark holder must establish (1)
ownership of a valid mark that has been (2) used in c ommerce, (3) without the consent of the owner, in such a
way as to (4) create a likelihood of c onsumer confusion (5) in connec tion with the sale of goods or services
bearing the mark.
In response, the alleged infringer may assert various fair use defenses to rebut liability. In the c ontext of
infringement being caused vis-a-vis searc h engines, some of the c ritical legal issues surround the establishment of
viable “use in c ommerc e” and “likelihood of c onfusion” positions that are attributable to the search engine
entity. The issue of trade mark dilution may also form a primary issue of contention in certain c ases.
Via the dec ision of Rescuecom Corp. v. Google Inc., 2009 WL 875447 (2d Cir. April 3 2009), US courts held that a
search engine’s sale of keyword advertisements based on the trade marks of others may constitute a “use in
c ommerce” sufficient to state a c laim under the Lanham Act. While Indian Courts still await a concrete dec ision
on the issue, it remains to be seen as to what extent the courts extrapolate the rationale of trade mark
infringement onto the domain of keyword infringement. The Bharat matrimony c ase, being one of the first of its
kind, shall set the trend for all such disputes likely to arise in this area.
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Stanford Law School
Calendar

Keyword Ads and Trademark Infringement in 2009 - An
Update on the Latest Case-Law in the US and Europe Which
Could Make or Break the Search Engine Industry
Details
April 23, 2009 from 12:45 pm - 2:00 pm

Speaker: Alexander Tsoutsanis is an attorney with DLA Piper and involved in one of the ‘keyword
ad’ cases currently litigated before the European Court of Justice. He is also a Visiting Professor at
UC Hastings College of the Law and an Assistant Professor in Intellectual Property Law at Leiden
Law School in the Netherlands.
This event is free and open to the public. Lunch will be served.
To attend please RSVP by April 22, 2009 to Jackie DelBarrio at
jdelbarrio@law.stanford.edu m ailto:jdelbarrio@law .stanford.edu
Despite the economic turmoil keyword advertising is still hot business. For advertisers it remains a
great tool for generating business and for search engines keyword advertising has quickly become a
multibillion dollar industry. However, apart from generating business, it also generates liabilities, both
for search engines and its advertisers. After a decade the legal status of keyword advertising is still
unclear, especially with regard to using third party trade marks as keywords. Over the years, there
has been fierce litigation and extensive debate on this question across the globe.
In the past few months, there have been key developments both in the United States and Europe. For
example, on April 3rd the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals handed down its long awaited decision in
Rescuecom v. Google. In Europe the (in)admissibility of keyword ads is also a hot issue: in the past
year the courts in France, Austria, the Netherlands and Germany have all referred cases to the
European Court of Justice (ECJ) involving fundamental questions on how to apply existing trade mark
legislation to the online environment of keyword advertising. Given that the rulings of the ECJ extend
to 27 European countries and over 500 million consumers, the outcome of those rulings are likely to
have a big commercial impact on the business model of search engines.
Notwithstanding the different circumstances in each case, the key questions in US and European
case-law are fairly similar and often boil down to determining whether exploiting third party trade
marks as keywords constitutes ‘use in commerce’ by the search engine or advertiser and whether
such use may result in ‘likelihood of confusion’. Other issues involve exploring the (in)applicability of
common defenses such as fair use and the first sale doctrine, especially in case of keyword ads being
used by resellers.
This lecture will discuss the latest US and European case-law on the admissibility of keyword ads and
is open to all students, lawyers and other practitioners interested in advertising and trademark issues
on the internet.
For more information about the Transatlantic Technology Law Forum, please visit
…stanford.edu/…/Keyword Ads and Tra…
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EU Law Blog
This is a web log about European Union law for students, academics, practitioners and anyone else
who may be interested in it
Google, AdWords, Internet Referencing and Trade Marks: Joined Cases C-236/08 to
C-238/08 and Case C-278/08
The Court of Justice has handed down two important judgments on trade mark protection and internet key word
adv ertising.
The first is in Joined Cases C-236/08 to C-238/08 Google France and others v. Louis V uitton and others and the
second in is Case C-27 8/08 Die BergSpechte Outdoor Reisen v. Günter Guni. In both judgments, the Court held
that EU law on trade marks allows the proprietor of a trade mark to prohibit an adv ertiser from adv ertising, on
the basis of a key word identical with that trade mark which that adv ertiser has, without the consent of the
proprietor, selected in connection with an internet referencing serv ice, goods or serv ices identical with those
for which that mark is registered, if that adv ertisement does not enable an av erage internet user to ascertain
whether the goods or serv ices referred to therein originate from the proprietor of the trade mark or an
undertaking economically connected to it or, on the contrary , originate from a third party .
Well, y ou know who or what Google is, right ? But it is worth ex plaining what goes on when y ou do a Google
search. When y ou do a search on the basis of one or more words, the search engine will display the sites which
appear best to correspond to those words, in decreasing order of relev ance. These are referred to as the ‘natural’
results of the search. Google also offers a paid referencing serv ice called ‘AdWords’. That serv ice enables
any one, by reserv ing of one or more key words, to obtain the placing of an adv ertising link to its site. That
adv ertising link appears under the heading ‘sponsored links’ abov e the natural results. That adv ertising link is
accompanied by a short commercial message. The adv ertiser pay s a fee for the referencing serv ice for each click
on the adv ertising link. That fee is calculated on the basis, in particular, of the ‘maximum price per click’ which
the adv ertiser agreed to pay when concluding with Google the contract for the referencing serv ice, and on the
basis of the number of times that link is clicked on by internet users. A number of adv ertisers can reserv e the
same key word. The order in which their adv ertising links are then display ed is determined according to, in
particular, the max imum price per click, the number of prev ious clicks on those links and the quality of the ad as
assessed by Google. The adv ertiser can at any time improv e its ranking in the display by fixing a higher
max imum price per click or by try ing to improv e the quality of its ad. Google has set up an automated process
for the selection of key words and the creation of ads. Adv ertisers select the key words, draft the commercial
message, and input the link to their site.
So what was the problem ?
Vuitton, the owners of trademarks protecting their posh bags and leather goods, discov ered that the entry , by
internet users, of terms constituting its trade marks into Google’s search engine triggered the display , under the
heading ‘sponsored links’, of links to sites offering imitation v ersions of V uitton’s products. It was also
established that Google offered adv ertisers the possibility of selecting not only key words which correspond to
Vuitton’s trade marks, but also those key words in combination with expressions indicating imitation, such as
‘imitation’ and ‘copy ’. V uitton brought proceedings in the French courts against Google to obtain, inter alia, to
obtaining a declaration that Google had infringed its trade marks.
The other cases joined with V uitton's case concerned, not links to imitations of the trade mark holder's goods but
to competitors of the trade mark proprietors.
…typepad.com/…/google-adwords-inter…
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The French court referred a series of questions to the Court of Justice on whether Google's practices were
compatible with Directiv e 89/1 04/EEC on trade marks and Regulation 40/94/EC on the Community trade mark
which entitle proprietors of trade marks, subject to certain conditions, to prohibit third parties from using signs
which are identical with, or similar to, their trade marks for goods or serv ices equiv alent to those for which
those trade marks are registered. In particular it asked whether:
Article 5(1 )(a) and (b) of Directiv e 89/1 04 and Article 9(1 )(a) and (b) of Regulation No 40/94 mean that a
prov ider of a paid referencing serv ice who makes av ailable to adv ertisers key words reproducing or imitating
registered trade marks and arranges by the referencing agreement to create and fav orably display , on the basis
of those key words, adv ertising links to sites offering infringing goods is using those trade marks in a manner
which their proprietor can prev ent;
in the ev ent that the trade marks hav e a reputation, the proprietor oppose such use under Article 5(2) of
Directiv e 89/1 04 and A rticle 9(1 )(c) of Regulation No 40/94,
and interestingly , whether Google is liable: In the ev ent that such use does not constitute a use which may be
prev ented by the trade mark proprietor under Directiv e 89/1 04 or Regulation No 40/94, is Google to be
regarded as prov iding an information society serv ice consisting of the storage of information prov ided by the
recipient of the serv ice, within the meaning of A rticle 1 4 of Directiv e 2000/31 on electronic commerce, so that
that prov ider cannot incur liability until it has been notified by the trade mark proprietor of the unlawful use of
the sign by the adv ertiser?
In answering the first question, the Court recalled that by application of A rticle 5(1 )(a) of Directiv e 89/1 04 or, in
the case of Community trade marks, of A rticle 9(1 )(a) of Regulation No 40/94, the proprietor of a trade mark is
entitled to prohibit a third party from using, without consent, a sign identical with that trade mark when that use
is in the course of trade, is in relation to goods or serv ices which are identical with, or similar to, those for which
that trade mark is registered, and affects, or is liable to affect, the functions of the trade mark (Case C‑1 7 /06
Céline [2007 ] ECR I ‑7 041 , paragraph 1 6; order in Case C‑62/08 UDV North A meric a [2009] ECR I ‑0000,
paragraph 42; and Case C‑487 /07 L’Oréal and Others [2009] ECR I ‑0000, paragraph 58). A lso, the use of a sign
identical with a trade mark constitutes use in the course of trade where it occurs in the contex t of commercial
activ ity with a v iew to economic adv antage and not as a priv ate matter (Case C‑206/01 Arsenal Football Club
[2002] ECR I ‑1 027 3, paragraph 40; Céline, paragraph 1 7 ; and UDV North America, paragraph 44).
Consequently , the Court finds that, by purchasing the referencing serv ice and selecting, as a key word, a sign
corresponding to another person’s trade mark, with the purpose of offering internet users an alternativ e to the
goods or serv ices of that proprietor, an adv ertiser uses that sign in relation to its goods or serv ices. But that is
not the case where Google permits adv ertisers to select, as key words, signs identical with trade marks, stores
those signs and display s its clients’ ads on the basis of those key words. The use, by a third party , of a sign which
is identical with, or similar to, the proprietor’s trade mark implies, at the v ery least, that that third party uses the
sign in its own commercial communication. A referencing serv ice prov ider such as Google, howev er, allows its
clients, namely the adv ertisers, to use signs which are identical with, or similar to, trade marks, but does not
itself use those signs. If a trade mark has been used as a key word, the proprietor of that trade mark cannot,
therefore, rely , as against Google, on the exclusiv e right which it deriv es from its mark.
By contrast, the trade mark owner can inv oke that right against those adv ertisers which, by means of a key word
corresponding to its mark, arrange for Google to display ads which make it impossible, or possible only with
difficulty , for av erage internet users to establish from what undertaking the goods or serv ices cov ered by the ad
originate. In such a situation – when the ad in question appears immediately after the trade mark has been
entered as a search term by the internet user concerned and is display ed at a point when the trade mark, in its
capacity as a search term, is also display ed on the screen – the internet user may err as to the origin of the goods
or serv ices in question. The function of the trade mark is thus adv ersely affected.
…typepad.com/…/google-adwords-inter…
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The Court held that it is for the national court to assess, on a case-by -case basis, whether the facts of the dispute
before it point to an adv erse effect, or a risk thereof, on the function of indicating origin.
As to the second issue concerning the use by internet adv ertisers of a sign corresponding to another person’s
trade mark as a key word for purposes of the display of adv ertising messages, the Court takes the v iew that that
use is liable to hav e certain repercussions on the adv ertising use of that mark by its proprietor and on the latter’s
commercial strategy . Those repercussions of third parties’ use of a sign identical with the trade mark do not of
themselv es, howev er, constitute an adv erse effect on the of the trade mark.
Finally , on the question of the liability of Google in respect of the data of its clients which it stores on its serv er,
the Court recalls that Directiv e 2000/31 lay s down restrictions on liability which fav or information society
intermediary serv ice prov iders.
As to whether an internet referencing serv ice, such as ‘AdWords’, is an information society serv ice consisting in
the storage of information supplied by adv ertisers and whether, on that ground, the liability of the referencing
serv ice prov ider may be limited, the Court finds that it is for the national court to examine whether the role
play ed by that serv ice prov ider is neutral, in the sense that its conduct is merely technical, automatic and
passiv e, pointing to a lack of knowledge of, or control ov er, the data which it stores. If Google's role is passiv e, it
cannot be held liable for the data which it has stored at the request of an adv ertiser, unless it had obtained
knowledge of the unlawful nature of those data or of that adv ertiser’s activ ities and failed to act ex peditiously to
remov e or to disable access to the data concerned.
The judgment of the Court in Case C-27 8/08 Die BergSpechte Outdoor Reisen v. Günter Guni is materially similar
to that in Joined Cases C-236/08 to C-238/08 Google France and others v. Louis V uitton and others. So no need
to go into that case separately .
March 28, 201 0 in Intellectual property | Permalink
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Google strikes again.
Posted by : Joseph Marchelew ski | March 29 , 2 01 0 at 05:50 PM
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the referencing serv ice prov ider m ay be lim ited, the Court finds that it is for the national court to exam ine whether the
role play ed by that serv ice prov ider is neutral.
Best Attorney
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Its logical that, by purchasing the referencing serv ice and selecting, as a key word, a sign corresponding to another

person’s trade m ark, with the purpose of offering internet users an alternativ e to the goods or serv ices of that proprietor,
an adv ertiser uses that sign in relation to its goods or serv ices. Google is nev er out of logic and reasons.
Posted by : internet check in | April 2 8, 2 01 0 at 04 :1 4 AM
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Amazon Wins Keyword Advertising Suit--Video Professor v. Amazon

C lasses

By Eric Goldman

Resources

Video Professor, Inc. v . Amazon.com, Inc., 1:09-cv-00636-REB-KLM (D. Colo. April 21, 2010)

C ontact

Video Professor has been involved in a few interesting legal scrapes. For example, you may
recall that in 2007 they launched a major crackdown against the publishers of negative product
reviews. See this recap.

Florida Lemon Law
Firm
Florida Premier Lemon
Law Firm w/ 99%
Suc cess rate - 100%
Free Help!
YourLe m o nLawR ights.co m /Florida

In this lawsuit, Video Professor sued Amazon for bidding on the keyword "video professor" and
then displaying competitive options on the linked landing page. This type of fact pattern--online
retailers advertising on third party trademarks to promote competitive alternatives--has created
significant confusion for trademark law. See the irresolute rulings in BabyAge v. Leachco
(involving the alleged misuse of product reviews to redirect a retailer's consumers to a house
product) and Hearts on Fire v. Blue Nile (a retailer buying keywords for a manufacturer's product
it didn't sell).
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In Amazon's case, this should be a laughably easy case. So long as Amazon has any legitimate
Video Professor products in inventory--even if it or third party vendors are reselling used Video
Professor goods via the First Sale doctrine--it should have the right to accurately advertise that
fact. See Tiffany v. eBay. The fact that consumers might redirect to other offerings once they
get into the retailer's premise is completely irrelevant. As I explain in gory detail in my Brand
Spillovers paper, using third party trademarks to generate consumer interest and redirect them
to other products is an essential part of offline retailing and virtually unchallenged by anyone.
Yet, when the same behavior happens online, people freak out. My paper concludes that these
freakouts are due to cyberspace exceptionalism, not any rational or doctrine-based concerns.
Amazon doesn't win this case on First Sale grounds (although it should have). Instead, Video
Professor was an Amazon vendor for a while, and Amazon makes vendors enter into a "Vendor
Manual" that contains a perpetual trademark license. Therefore, Amazon successfully defended
its keyword purchases as being authorized by this perpetual trademark license. Summary
judgment for Amazon. This is a neat legal trick by Amazon and almost assuredly a boilerplate
"gotcha" for most Amazon vendors, who probably didn't fully understand the implications of the
boilerplate language. Then again, I just argued that Amazon should have this right as a matter
of default trademark law, so I don't think vendors agreeing to Amazon's Vendor Manual are
giving up any legal rights they actually had.
This case illustrates the increasing importance of contracts in governing keyword advertising
purchases, a point I mention in my latest keyword advertising legal recap slides. Here, Amazon
was able to slip in a perpetual right to buy its vendors' trademarks as keywords into its vendor
contract. In theory, if Video Professor objected, it should have rejected the Vendor Manual
clause AND promulgated its own more restrictive contractual restrictions on Amazon's keyword
purchases.
For those of you who rely on buying third party trademarks as keywords, this case might spur
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you to redouble efforts to get contractual permission (one way or another) from the third
parties. That contractual consent may be highly effective at fending off future cyberspace
exceptionalist freakouts by trademark owners.
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KEYWORD ADVERTISING AND TRADE MARK INFRINGEMENT –
AWAITING AN ECJ DECISION
The internet’s introduction of new concepts has given rise to a large number of new IP issues. One concept that has
resulted in a large amount of recent litigation is that of keyword advertising programmes such as Google Adword and
Yahoo Sponsored Search. These programmes have been a huge success for search engine providers with Google
Adwords reportedly earning US $16 billion in 2007. They are a recent and very popular method of search engine
optimisation (improving the volume of “traffic” directed to a website via search engine results).
So what exactly is a keyword advertising programme? Search engine results pages now include a section called
“Sponsored Links” where advertisements appear including links to websites for alternative goods/services relating to
your search criteria. This can either appear as a column down the right hand side of the results page or sometimes in
a beige background at the top of the results page. It is the result of a keyword advertising programme. In order to get
their advertisements in that section, advertisers go onto a search engines’ keyword advertising programme (Adwords
in the case of Google) and pay per click/bid on certain keywords. When those words are typed into the search engine
by a user the bidder’s advertisement will appear in the sponsored links section of the user’s results page. The highest
bidder achieves the highest position in the sponsored link list.
These programmes are not illegal but what is unclear at the moment is whether the provision of a third party’s trade
mark as a keyword (by search engines) and/or the bidding on that trade mark (by advertisers) constitutes trade mark
infringement. There is currently no restriction on what is allowed to be a keyword. Examples of keywords could be
“cars, BMW, Nike, cheap, flights or British Airways”. There has been a rash of litigation throughout Europe as brand
owners seek judicial clarification.
Background law
The legislation that trade mark owners throughout Europe are looking to for protection in these cases is found in:
(1) Article 5(1) of the Trade Marks Directive (89/104/EEC) which provides that the owner of a registered trade mark
may prevent third parties from using in the course of trade:
(a) any sign which is identical to his mark in respect of goods or services which are identical to those for which
the mark is registered. Section 10(1) of the Trade Marks Act 1994 (TMA) provides corresponding rights in the
UK.
(b) any sign where, because of its identity with, or similarity to, the trade mark and the identity or similarity of
the goods or services covered by the trade mark and the sign, there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part
of the public, which includes the likelihood of association between the sign and the trade mark. Section 10(2)
of the Trade Marks Act 1994 (TMA) provides corresponding rights in the UK.
(2) Article 5(2) of the Trade Marks Directive which provides that the owner of a trade mark which has a reputation in
that member state can prevent third parties from using, in the course of trade, a sign which is identical with, or similar
to, the trade mark in relation to dissimilar goods or services to those for which it is registered, where the use of that
sign without due cause takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or the repute of the
trade mark. Section 10(3) of the TMA provides corresponding rights in the UK.
Corresponding provisions relating to Community trade marks are found in the CTM regulation.
The UK position
The UK position has so far leaned in favour of advertisers and search engines.
The Mr Spicy case in 2008 (Wilson v Yahoo!) was the first case in the UK courts specifically relating to Adwords. It
was only a summary judgment and therefore of questionable authority. Mr Wilson had registered Mr Spicy as a trade
mark in relation to his mobile catering business. He found that if you typed in Mr Spicy into Yahoo! adverts for

Sainsburys and Pricegrabbers came up. Mr Wilson initiated legal action against Yahoo! for infringement. As Mr Spicy
was not a well known brand Mr Wilson had no action under s10(3) TMA 1994. This is important as section 10(3) might
prove to be the only source of protection.
The judge found that the word “spicy” was too generic to constitute use of the mark Mr Spicy. However, of wider
importance he noted that (i) Yahoo!’s sponsored link service was not related to the services in which the Trade Mark
was registered and (ii) the offering of a trade mark as a keyword in a keyword advertising programme by providers like
Yahoo! does not constitute “use” of the trade mark. The only use of the mark would be by the person entering it as a
search term.
Mr Spicy will certainly not be the last word on keyword advertising in the UK as two recent cases are pending the
outcome of ECJ rulings. The first is the well known recent High Court case L’Oreal v eBay which involved inter alia an
action against eBay for providing a keyword advertising programme. Although Mr Justice Arnold considered that the
display of sponsored links to users does not constitute “use” of the signs in question by eBay he went onto say that “in
view of the current uncertainty over this and related questions, I do not feel able to say this acte clair.” Therefore he
referred this case to the ECJ for clarification. Questions are yet to be agreed between the parties.
The second recent UK case is Interflora v M&S and interestingly this time it involves an action against the advertiser.
Interflora owns a CTM and UK trade mark for INTERFLORA for natural plants and flowers and information services
relating to the sale of, inter alia, flowers. M&S bid on the following Adwords: (i) INTERFLORA and INTAFLORA (ii)
phrases including interflora for example INTERFLORA DELIVERY (iii) interflora’s domain name and URLs. Searching
against these Adwords brought up an advertisement for M&S’s online flower delivery service.
Interflora argued that it had lost sales as a result of M&S’s actions and that M&S had gained sales at Interflora’s
expense. Interflora claimed the acts amounted to infringement of their UK trade marks under s10(1) TMA or in the
alternative under s10(3) TMA. They also claimed infringement under corresponding provisions in the CTM regulation
relating to their Community trade marks.
Mr Justice Arnold refused to grant Interflora an injunction against M&S but decided to allow the parties to await the
outcome of the pending references to the ECJ on these questions and to refer further questions to the ECJ. These
questions are still to be agreed between the parties.
The reaction of other European national courts
The Belgian courts found against the advertiser (eBay in this instance) bidding on Ralph Lauren’s trade marks through
Google Adwords to promote the eBay website. The court held that this took unfair advantage of the reputation of the
Ralph Lauren trade marks under article 5(2) of the Directive.
In 2000, German courts held the search engine, Excite, liable for trade mark infringement for running a keyword
advertising programme with Estee Lauder and Clinique’s trade marks as keywords. It held that the search engine had
“by dealing in keywords presented the possibility for the first defendant to implement the disputed anti-competitive
channelling of the enquiries of persons interested in the brands of the Claimants and diverting such enquiries to
homepages of the virtual perfumes of the first defendants. In doing so, the second defendant has not only offered a
platform for the advertising but has itself actively collaborated therein.”
In 2004, the German position was confused as a claim against Google was dismissed for infringement using Adwords
(Metaspinner Media v Google).
This confusion has led to the Bundesgerichtshof (Germany) referring the case of Eis.de GmbH v BBY
Vertreibsgesellschaft mbH to the ECJ for clarification as to whether specification by an advertiser to a search engine
operator of a keyword identical to a trade mark, without consent of the owner of that trade mark, for the purposes of
displaying links to a website offering goods or services identical to those for which the trade mark is registered, would
be “trade mark use” and constitute infringement within article 5(1)(a) of the Directive.
The Dutch Supreme Court in Portakabin Limited and Portakabin BV v Primakabin BV referred a series of questions to
the ECJ. The most important of those questions is where a trader in relation to goods or services bids on an Adword
which is identical to a registered trade mark in respect of similar goods or services and that bidding results in the
advertiser’s website appearing in the search engine providers list of search results, is the advertiser “using” the
registered trade mark within the meaning of Article 5(1)(a) of the Directive?

The French courts have not in the past favoured search engine providers. The recent case of Louis Vuitton v Google
saw the Cour De Cessation refer the following questions to the ECJ for clarification due to the mixed response in
France and in other European national courts:
1) should Articles 5(1) (a) and (b) be interpreted to mean owners of trade marks are entitled to prevent providers
of keyword advertising programmes offering registered trade marks or imitations of such as keywords?
2) in the event that trade marks have a reputation, may the owner oppose such use under Article 5(2) of the
Directive?
The initial opinion of the ECJ Advocate General, Poiares Madura, was strongly in favour of search engine providers
and advertisers. He split Google’s involvement into two actions (i) providing the tool to select keywords and (ii)
displaying the advertisements as a result of those keywords. He also considered the advertiser’s action of selecting
keywords.
He found that Google’s provision of the tool by which you can select a keyword which reproduces or is identical to a
registered trade mark did not constitute goods and services being sold to the general public as it was between Google
and advertisers.
Google’s display of advertisements as results of the selection of the keyword did not affect the essential function of the
trade mark as there was no risk of confusion as to the origin of the goods and services.
The selection by advertisers of keywords was private use and not use in the course of trade. Legitimate uses including
descriptive uses and product reviews would be impeded if this was held to be infringement.
Therefore, the AG’s opinion was that there was no infringement under Articles 5(1) (a) and (b) and 5(2) by providing a
keyword advertising programme or displaying results of such with keywords which reproduce or are identical to
registered trade marks or by advertisers selecting keywords through these programmes.
He commented that brand owners are seeking “absolute control” over the use of their trade marks online and if this
were to constitute infringement it would restrict other legitimate uses of trade marks by third parties ultimately impeding
competition. He further argued that the rights of brand owners would extend to prevent the use of their trade marks in
ordinary searches.
The Advocate General did not leave brand owners defenceless as they could intervene over the use of the trade mark
in the advertisements. The ECJ’s judgment will follow in a few months. Past decisions have often followed the initial
opinion of the Advocate General.
Conclusion
The sheer number of cases referred to the ECJ for clarification reflects the confusion that resides amongst judges
throughout Europe. Member states have struggled to interpret the Directive in relation to keyword advertising
programmes resulting in a situation which is uncertain for all parties involved. It remains to be seen if the imminent
ECJ decision will follow the Advocate General’s initial opinion in Louis Vuitton v Google. Brand owners will be
disappointed if it does but at least this would be consistent with the existing body of case law.
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Updated: European Court of Justice: Google
NOT liable for keyword trademark
infringement but others maybe
by Steve O'Hear on Marc h 23, 2010
Updated: Sorry for the confusion but we’d been given conflicting information (see here, for
example) relating to this story. After a back and forth, here’s our understanding of the ruling.
Keyword advertising using the trademark of others without their permission is illegal and servic es
providers such as Google are also liable for any infringement.
Google and other advertising providers aren’t liable for keyword trademark infringement in most
circumstanc es, and the searc h giant says this upholds one of the key principles of the Internet,
that of safe harbour.
That’s the ruling given today by the The Grand Chamber of the European Court of Justic e (ECJ), in
a move that will likely shake up give muc h needed guidance to the search-based online advertising
industry.
The fac t that Google et al can no longer claim safe harbour in Europe is partic ularly significant as it
now firmly plac es the burden of enforcement on service providers.
The c ase being settled, whic h now sets the precedent in Europe, is LVMH, the luxury goods
company behind such brands as Dom Perignon, VS Google. The dispute had been referred to the
European Court of Justic e by The Frenc h Supreme Court (Cour de c assation) who asked the
European c ourt to decide on the rules governing trademark law online as well as the liability of
providers of a paid referencing servic e – in this c ase Google.
“Google has not infringed trademark law by allowing advertisers to purchase keywords
corresponding to their c ompetitors’ trademarks,” said the European Court.
“Advertisers themselves, however, c annot, by using such keywords, arrange for Google to display
ads whic h do not allow internet users easily to establish from whic h undertaking the goods or
servic es c overed by the ad in question originate,” added the ECJ.
In other words, advertisers if they blatantly mislead c onsumers through their use of keywords that
use another c ompany’s trademark will be liable – though it will still be on a c ase-by-c ase basis
decided by loc al courts. The onus on servic e providers, suc h as Google, will be to remove suc h
keyword ads, if it is shown that this is the c ase.
Commenting on the ruling, LVMH is obviously delighted. LVMH Senior Exec utive Vice-President,
Pierre Godé, says:
“This decision represents a c ritic al step towards the c larific ation of the rules governing online
advertising, of which LVMH is one of the foremost c lients. As the world’s leading luxury group, with
more brands ac tively engaged with the Internet than any other luxury company, we are committed
to working with all parties, including Google, to eradicate illicit online practic es and to promote a
framework that fosters the c ontinued growth of the digital economy”.
Google has long claimed that advertisers using its servic e did not commit any illic it use of registered
trademarks, and more importantly, as a service provider it was merely hosting the service and
therefore c ould not be held liable.
With today’s ruling, an advertising service, including Google, can be found liable alongside the
advertiser itself. Either because it was aware that the keywords being bought by the advertiser
infringed a trademark or because it did not verify that the advertiser had the permission of the
trademark owner to use the trademark.
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